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Induction heating by highfrequency currents is the
most modern and hightechnology way of carrying out
many working operations (element heating for pressing,
hardening, crucible melting etc.) [1].
When designing processing equipment the wide ran
ge of powers, extracted at various elements, for provi
ding required rate of their heating is necessary
[2. С. 19]. Aforesaid, undoubtedly, requires application
of controlling energy flux transmitted to the load in the
devices of induction heating.
In uptodate induction heating devices frequency
converters (FC) with different control modes of process
variable (current, voltage, power) are applied. One of
the main disadvantages of known modes is a significant
dynamic loss in key elements, occurring at controlling,
that results, in its turn, in overheating and probable fai
ling. This problem is solved by applying damping chain
in this case FC circuit technology becomes more com
plex and their masssize parameters become worth [3].
Therefore, at present, one of the main tasks of FC des
ign is a choice of effective control mode, providing high
efficiency and improving masssize parameters of the
developed device.
1. Systems with pulsecode controlling 
Pulsecode systems [4], where forming of control ac
tion in a form of pulses set occur, are applied in control
engineering. Systems with pulsecode modulation
(PCM) have found wide application for power control in
blast melting furnaces in the condition of average power
leveling [5]. In SS Р 51317.3.299 this method is deter
mined as control of current alternation, i.e. the process
of changing in relative of halftimes of current flowing to
the number of halftimes, when there is no current.
Modification of this method is suggested to be used al
so in systems of induction heating, as at high values of Q
factor of oscillatory circuit typical for these systems it al
lows controlling inductor continuous current with low
pulses in wide range. For highfrequency systems of in
duction heating symmetric components of loworder
consumed current, occurring in this case, meet the de
mands of SS Р 51317.3.299, where it is noticed, that har
monic frequency should not be less than 40 harmonics of
system voltage frequency (50 Hz), namely fhar.>2 кHz.
According to the conversion technique of control
signal to control action [6] pulsecode controlling mo
des of FC are divided into main groups (fig. 1): with for
ward conversion analogcode, with programmed equili
brium and with following twoposition conversion.
If at FC realization, the converter «analogcode» is
selected as a controller, so sequence of control pulses
(pulsecode combination), determined by the program
beforehand, is assigned each value of control signal.
Forward conversion allows obtaining high control rate.
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At following conversion, comparison occurs unin
terruptedly, the purpose of the process is output signal
stabilization with accuracy defined by hysteresis size. In
this case permission or prohibition at supply of each
pulse of FC output voltage to inductor input is formed.
The following systems are realized on the basis of relay
element (RE) with hysteresis.
Programmed equilibrium conversion is characteriz
ed by stepbystep approximation of output signal to re
ference one [7]. In this case the RE with inert zone is
applied, which forms transition to the next pulsecode
control combination, antecedent combination or prohi
bits it. The process of conversion requires much more
time than previous conversion techniques, due to ne
cessity of several iterations, however it is more stable
and reliable in operation. Accuracy at such conversion
is defined by bounds of RE inert zone.
2. Theory of PCM 
Standard scheme of FC with seriesresonant voltage
inverter is presented in fig. 2.
Control of average value of circuit energy at PCM is
achieved by means of changing quantity of forcing pul
ses, connected with a load during some time period, cal
led modulation period Tmod (fig. 3, а). Time period, with
in which inductor is connected to power supply, is called
supply interval of forcing pulses Tpul. Interval, at which
circuit load disconnection from power supply occurs, is
called a free motion interval T0. Frequency output of the
inverter in this case is constantly tuned to resonance, so
providing zero current of connection and disconnection
of power commutating devices. Current flowing along
the load remains continuous and has pulse
(1)max min .I I IΔ = −
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Fig. 1. Techniques of conversion of control signal to FC of IHD
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Fig. 2. Standard scheme of FC with seriesresonant voltage inverter
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At low current pulses of inductor, power, extrac
ted in the load during the modulation period also in
significantly changes and temperature of the load is
determined according to a certain law, defined by its
thermalphysic properties and average consumed
power.
In comparison with frequency, pulsewidth and
frequencypulsewidth modulation of forcing pulses
PCM does not result in phase shift between the output
current and voltage, that increases power factor [8] and
decreases dynamic losses in the scheme. Working in
duction of a transformer at control does not exceed its
value in uncontrolled variant, fig. 3, c.
To defined regulation curve of PCM let us write
down the expression of harmonic composition of rec
tangular voltage at FC output [9]:
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Fig. 3. Diagrams of: a) voltage and current at FC output; b) control keys (K1, K2, K3, K4) at PCM; c) induction of matching transfor
mer; d) spectral composition of load current fhar.>2кHz
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(2)
where Е is the pulse amplitude of rectangular voltage at
FC output, ν is a harmonica number, ν =1,2, ...
Taking into consideration the fact that Q factor of
series oscillating circuit Q>>1, let us calculate load cur
rent according to the first harmonica. In resonant mo
de, at ν=1 we obtain:
(3)
where R is the FC load.
In the interval Timp (fig. 3, а) the envelope of current
values of amplitudes of forced load current oscillation is
described by the expression [10]:
(4)
where is the logarithmic decrement of current in
resonant circuit LCR, t is damping time, Δt is time of co
ordinate origin shift for the envelope of current values of
amplitudes of load current in stable conditions (fig. 3, a).
In the interval T0 (fig. 3, а) the envelope of current
values of amplitudes of load current free motion is writ
ten in the form:
(5)
Proceeding from the condition of current amplitude
balance at the point of time t=0 and t=Тmod, let us define Δt
(fig. 3, а), equating right sides of expressions (4) and (5):
(6)
This implies that the expression of time shift of co
ordinate origin for the envelope of current values of am
plitudes of load current in stable conditions Δt:
(7)
According to (4), the amplitude of load current in
stable conditions will be maximal at the point of time
t=Тpul. and it will be written in the following way:
(8)
In this case the amplitude of load current in stable
conditions will be minimal, according to (5), at the po
int of time t=Тmod and it is written in the form:
(9)
Thus, pulse of loading current (ΔI) is written in the
following way:
(10)
Taking into account the fact that 
let us rewrite the expression for pulses of loading current
(10) in the form:
(11)
Thus, taking into account the fact that Timp=γTmod,
the expression (11) is transformed to the form:
(12)
where is the duty factor.
Taking into consideration the fact that 
where and ν is
the order of modulation period with respect to the reso
nance period, let us rewrite (12) in the form:
(13)
As in the system with pulsecode controlling in the
load the harmonic current flows, and series oscillatory
circuit is tuned to resonance and the load for resonance
voltage inverter is active, when calculating the power
balance the value of equivalent average current on the
interval Tmod, which depends linearly on duty factor γ
may be introduced. Then finite expressions for power
calculation are also linear and simplify significantly the
procedure of calculation of engineering design.
For calculation of amplitude value of equivalent
average current on the interval Tmod, let us write the ba
lance of power, consumed from the source of voltage
and power, returning to the load:
(14)
where is a mean value of equi
valent average current and supply voltage on the interval of 
modulation Tmod; is the current value of the
equivalent average current on interval of modulation Tmod.
From (14) we obtain the expression for amplitude value
of equivalent average current on interval of modulation Tmod:
(15)
Thus, the expression for calculation of power consu
med from the source after substitution of (15) into (14)
is written in the form:
(16)
At base value of power the regulation curve
(16) has a form (fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Regulation curve of PCM
Normalizing the expression for loading current pul
ses in regarding I0, we obtain:
(17)
Having defined the magnitude of α for various valu
es of Q factor, let us plot the set of curves ΔI0*=f(γ,Q) atν=const (fig. 5, а).
Fig. 5. Set of curves: а) ΔI0*=f(γ,Q) b) at ΔIcp*=f(γ,Q)
Normalizing the magnitude of loading current pul
ses in respect to equivalent average value of current on
the interval of modulation Tmod, we obtain the following
expression:
(18)
Having defined similarly magnitude α for various
values of Q factor let us plot the set of curves ΔIcp*=f(γ,Q)
at ν=const (fig. 5, b).
Regulation curves, fig. 5, correspond to dependen
ces of current relative pulses of oscillatory circuit at va
rious values of duty factor γ and Q factor Q, and also at
modulation constant period (ν=const).
It is possible to minimize pulses, using abilities of
modulation period variation at realization of practical
control algorithm. Let us consider the changes in regu
lation curves at variable modulation period (ν=var) and
constant quantity gaps of resonance current periods.
Minimal current pulses are observed at gap of one
resonant period of load current. To obtain the set of cur
ves, conforming to this mode of operation, let us define
duty factor (γ), by the order of modulation period (ν):
(19)
Fig. 6. Set of curves: ΔIcp*=f(γ,Q)
Then the expression for pulses of loading current re
lative to equivalent average value of current on the inter
val of modulation Tmod in the function in terms of duty
factor (γ) has the form:
(20)
The set of curves, conforming to the condition of miss
of one resonance frequency period is presented in fig. 6.
It should be noted that the given set of curves has quite
specific range of duty factor (γ) change. The low bound of
this range (γ=0,3) conforms to pulsecode combination
of one halfperiod of injecting and one period of gap.
It is seen in fig. 6 that loading current pulses are sig
nificantly nonlinear at low values of Q factor of oscilla
tory circuit (Q<2), it follows from this that application
of PCM in highQ circuits is appropriate. In this case
the form of load current is approximated as much as
possible to the equivalent average value of current in the
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b)
the interval of modulation Tmod, and therefore overstate
ment of powertosize ratio of frequency converter is
minimal in this case.
Comparison of the results of analytical solution with
the results of mathematical modeling by means of pro
gram package Orcad allows us to make a conclusion that
maximal error of analytical solution is observed at values
of Q factor Q<1,5. In this case the form of load current
becomes different from the harmonic one, and form fac
tors, calculated for harmonic curve, take another value.
Among the examined variants of control (fig. 5, 6)
the latter (fig. 6) is the most perspective, as at equal con
ditions (parameters of load, pulses of line voltage) it
provides minimal load current pulses.
To support sufficient accuracy of control it is recom
mended to apply PCM for FC in IHD, working in
frequency range of 10 kHz and higher, as in this case,
standard is completely satisfied.
It should be noted that PCM application in induc
tion heating technique is new and very perspective area,
as it allows virtually excluding dynamic losses for
switching of power commutating devices at sufficient
control accuracy. It could be supported by no other con
trol modes, applied in induction heating.
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Introduction
At present highfrequency induction heating is acti
vely used in industry for wide spectrum of working ope
rations. The source of magnetic field, causing heating of
an element, is inductor. System «inductorheated ob
ject» formed as a result of electromagnetic interaction
with the element is a complex resistiveinductive load,
which inductive character is compensated by a capaci
tor with formation of series resonance circuit, for frequ
ency converter. The important peculiarity of induction
heating systems is the dependence of the element elec
trophysical properties on its temperature, therefore du
ring the process of heating complex impedance of «in
ductorheated object» system and Q factor and
frequency of resonance circuit are changed. Besides,
these magnitudes depend on design and electric values
of inductor system that is especially pronounced at hea
ting of electromagnetic materials.
As a rule, for feeding of tuned circuit bridge circuit
of resonance inverter is used, operating peculiarity of
which is the system of phaselocked loop frequency
control introduction, which parameters are determined
to a large extent by such parameters of tuned circuit as
resonance frequency, Q factor as well as these values tur
ndown at heating. In this connection, the task of inves
tigation and determination of tuned circuit parameters
dependence on temperature, design and electric cha
racteristics of inductor system is urgent. In spite of a
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